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standardized among participants. Term (37 weeks) singletons
with intact membranes undergoing an induction with bishop
score 6 were included. Our primary outcome was median
[IQR] time to delivery and secondary outcome was cesarean
delivery (CD) rate. Kruskal-Wallis, Pearson chi-square and
Cox survival analyses with intent-to-treat principles were
performed.
RESULTS: 492 women were randomized. Both combined methods
(MF, FP) had a signiﬁcantly shorter time to delivery (hours)
than individual methods (M, F): (MF: 13.1 [9.1-18.3], FP: 14.5
[9.3-20.0], M: 17.6 [12-26.7], F: 17.7 [12.6-24.9], p¼0.0001), see
Figure. When adjusting for parity and mode of delivery, women
induced with MF delivered 2.5 times faster than women who
received M (Hazard ratio (HR): 2.5 (95%CI: 1.9-3.3), p<0.0001)
and 2 times faster than women who received F (HR: 2.0 (95%
CI: 1.6-2.6), p<0.0001). Results were similar when FP was
compared to M and to F. There was no difference in time to
delivery between MF and FP (p¼0.2). CD rates were similar
(MF: 27.6%, FP: 30.4%, Mo: 24.0%, Fo: 28.5%, p¼0.7). A nonsigniﬁcant increase in neonatal morbidity was noted for the
groups with a longer labor (MF: 0.8%, FP: 0.8%, M: 3.3%, F:
2.4%, p¼0.4).
CONCLUSION: This randomized trial is one of the ﬁrst of its kind to
compare four different induction methods in a head-to-head trial.
We found that combination induction methods resulted in delivery
in half the amount of time as single agents with no difference in CD
rates. Therefore, combined methods should be used for induction to
achieve the shortest delivery time.
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OBJECTIVE: Induction of labor occurs in over 20% of women, yet

there is no clear evidence demonstrating which induction method
achieves the shortest labor. The use of combined agents to decrease
labor length is an understudied, novel approach to shortening the
time to delivery. Our objective was to evaluate the difference in time
to delivery among four different induction methods, including two
combination methods.
STUDY DESIGN: A four-arm randomized clinical trial was conducted from May 2013-June 2015 comparing the use of: Misoprostol/Cervical
foley
(MF)
concurrently,
foley/Pitocin
concurrently (FP), misoprostol alone (M), and foley alone (F).
Randomization was stratiﬁed by parity. Labor management was
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OBJECTIVE: To assess whether universal screening using transvaginal
cervical length (TVCL) and quantitative fetal ﬁbronectin (fFN) can
be used to accurately predict spontaneous preterm live birth (sPTB)
in nulliparous women.
STUDY DESIGN: We recruited nulliparous women with singleton
pregnancies at 8 clinical sites to identify markers of adverse pregnancy outcomes. Women had a quantitative fFN performed at 3 time
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points (V1 - 6-14 wks; V2 - 16-22 wks; V3 - 22-30 wks) and TVCL at
V2 and V3. Quantitative fFN was run on self-collected swabs and
TVCL was measured by certiﬁed sonographers. Clinicians were
notiﬁed if TVCL was < 15 mm (n¼301) but fFN results were not
reported. Results were evaluated using previously described thresholds thought to be optimal for prediction and over entire ranges of
potential thresholds using receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves for prediction of subsequent sPTB < 37 weeks gestation.
Also, the changes in fFN and TVCL between visits, expressed as
changes per week (DfFN/Dw and DCL/Dw, respectively), were
evaluated.
RESULTS: Of the 9,352 women with at least one TVCL or fFN
measurement and necessary pregnancy outcome data, 460
(4.9%) had sPTB. Of the 301 women with TVCL < 15 mm,
only 59 received progesterone. Test characteristics for thresholds
of quantitative fFN and TVCL are shown in Table 1. TVCL at V2
identiﬁed 34/428 (7.9%) and at V3 identiﬁed 94/398 (23.6%) of
all women with sPTB using the 25 mm threshold. Figure 1
compares the ROC curves for TVCL at V3, fFN at V3, and
an initial logistic regression model combining fFN and TVCL
at V3.
CONCLUSION: The routine use of self-collected quantitative fFN
and TVCL to screen for risk of sPTB is not justiﬁed in a
nulliparous population. Both tests have limited predictive value
individually and from an initial combined model. TVCL at 22-30
weeks was the single best predictor of sPTB, but identiﬁed only
23.6% of sPTBs at a threshold of 25 mm. The addition of
quantitative fFN to TVCL measurement did not increase the
predictive ability of TVCL alone.
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OBJECTIVE: To determine if implementation of a MEWT tool can

reduce maternal morbidity.
STUDY DESIGN: A previously published internally developed

MEWT tool was prospectively applied to 6 pilot sites in a large
system with 29 maternity units. The tool’s primary goal is timely
assessment and management of patients suspected of clinical
deterioration. The tool addresses 4 areas: sepsis, cardiopulmonary dysfunction, hypertension, and hemorrhage (HEM). Triggers sustained for >30 min were deﬁned as SEVERE (required 1
abnl value): HR>130 bpm, RR>30/min., MAP<55 mmHg, O2
saturation<90%, nurse concern or NON-SEVERE (required 2
abnl values): Temp>38 or <360C, BP>155/105 mmHg or <85/
45 mmHg, HR>110 or <50 bpm, RR>24 or <10/min, O2
sat<93%, FHR>160 bpm, altered mental status, and disproportionate pain. Outcome measures were sepsis, HEM, transfusion(TX),
hysterectomy(HYS),
eclampsia,
composite
morbidity(CM), severe maternal morbidity(SMM) and ICU
transfer. Two periods were analyzed: 24 months pre-MEWT and
11 months post-MEWT. Data analyzed using z-ratios for signiﬁcant difference between two independent proportions. NonPilot sites were evaluated to determine similarities or differences
between Pilot MEWT and Non-Pilot sites.
RESULTS: Use of MEWT tool resulted in signiﬁcant reductions in
CM, eclampsia, and use of D&C. As desired, sepsis identiﬁcation and
ICU transfers increased. HYS, HEM, TX and SMM declined nonsigniﬁcantly post-MEWT. At Non-Pilot sites CM signiﬁcantly
increased. In Non-Pilot sites all outcome parameters trended
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